KO Tape is the best tape
available for combat sports,
it provides directional support
and immobilises the small joints
and bones in the hand to take
impact during a fight.

The ultimate protection for contact sports.


KO Tape is the ultimate choice for power and
protection, taping your hands before combat
is your insurance that your hands will stay
injury free, keeping you in the fight and
ahead of the competition.




Tears easily by hand along both length
and width - no scissors required

Description

Conforms well to body contours
Skin-friendly zinc oxide adhesive

Pack

Reference

KO Tape - 1.25cm x 10m

24

3036

KO Tape - 2.5cm x 10m

12

3037

KO Tape - 4cm x 10m

8

3038

Boxing Wraps
Use these wraps alongside KO Tape or
Sterotape-Z.O for maximum protection.



Breathable cotton wraps for maximum comfort and support
Thumb strap and hook/loop closure to ensure a strong and
secure fit



Designed to protect hands during impact



Maintain joint alignment for injury prevention

Description



Machine washable

Boxing Wraps - 4.5m long (pair)

Reference
3076

Jimmy Kilrain Kelly (Professional Boxer)
Best products for the best fighter! KO tape is the
“ best
I have ever used, and I won’t use anything
else to protect my hands in the ring
”

Boxing Corner Kit
This corner kit has everything you need to get
your fighter ready and keep them in the fight!




Also available from KO Tape:


KO Wrap Boxing Gauze (reference 3077). Pack of
12 gauze hand wraps help to create the ultimate
protection.



KO Cotton Tips (reference 3004). A fighters corners
ideal tool for treating cuts around the eyes and
face. Pack of 100.

Steroplast have worked with many professional Cornerman
and fighters from different combat sports to create the
perfect kit that can be taken to training or fight night to
look after the fighter
The Steroplast corner kit comes in our Steroplast Sports Bag
and we also provide a refill pack which is the same kit as the
full corner kit

Description

Reference

Corner Kit

8277
8277RP

Corner Kit Refill

To order call 0161 902 3030
email sport@steroplast.co.uk
or visit www.steroplast.co.uk
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